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2018+ JL/JT Premium Modular Front Bumper 
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1. Begin by unpacking all items and inspecting them for damage or missing items. Any 
concerns, please contact the company you purchased the bumper from. 

2. After inspection, remove your factory bumper. With the front of the frame rails clear, 
install the winch plate using the provided M12 hardware. NOTE: Ensure the winch plate 
is centered on the frame rails. 

3. Once winch plate is secure, install the main center section of the bumper by sliding it 
over the top of the winch plate. The bumper should wrap over the D-Ring mounts like 
shown in image below.  
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4. Align the 8 holes on the top of the bumper with the winch plate below. Secure the 4 
holes closest to the center with our taper allen head bolts and rock washers provided in 
the hardware kit.  

 
5. After the center section of the bumper is secure, install the winch.  

21-3/4” 

7-1/4” 
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6. If you are going to install our BS6E30W5W, install the light now with the hardware 
supplied with the light. 

7. Install the wings (included stubby) or (full-width FBJL-02W) with the provided rock 
washers and hardware. The hole in the front of the stubby wing will remain open at this 
point.  
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8. Install your fog lights into the skid plate.  

 
9. Install the Skid plate onto the Jeep using the provided long bolts. These bolts will go 

through the frame horn on each side of the Jeep. Keep bolts loose. 

 

Top 

Bottom 
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10. Once the two lower skid plate bolts are loosely installed, rotate skid plate up, and use 
the provided bolts to secure the top portion of the skid plate to the main bumper and 
wing. Once installed, you can secure the lower frame horn bolts.  

 
11. lastly, Install your fairlead and connect your fog lights and ensure all your hardware is 

secured.  and you are done! 

 
If you have any questions, please email us at 

sales@dv8offroad.com or call us at 951-680-9595 

mailto:sales@dv8offroad.com

